A FIELD GUIDE TO CLOUD-NATIVE APPLICATIONS AT VMWORLD

SESSION ID | Cloud-Native Applications Track
--- | ---
**SESSION TITLE** | GENERAL
--- | ---
General Session | Day 2 Keynote – Cloud-Native Applications Overview (Kit Colbert)
CNA9993-Spotlight | Cloud-Native Applications: What it Means and Why it Matters
CNA7522 | Containers for the vSphere Admin
CNA7524 | Photon Platform, vSphere, or Both?
CNA8145 | From Today to “CNA”: VMware Technologies and DevOps Frameworks as a Service
CNA8135 | Your Open-Source Data Center
CNA8897 | Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment for Containers: Confidently Promote Your Code into Production
CTO7964 | Cloud-Native Buzzwords (Demystified) for Dummies
INF7516 | Ask the Experts – Titans of Tech (Kit Colbert/Chad Sakac/Rick Scherer)
--- | ---
**SESSION ID** | vSPHERE INTEGRATED CONTAINERS (VIC)
--- | ---
CNA7454 | Introduction to Containers as a Service
CNA8578 | VMware Private Cloud & Containers in Production: Lessons Learned from a Real-World Deployment at Retailer Otto
CNA8717 | vSphere Integrated Containers – Learn How You Can Run Docker Containers, in Production, Today!
CNA8986 | Running Docker on Your Existing Infrastructure with vSphere Integrated Containers
CNA10737-GD | vSphere Integrated Containers with Ben Corne
--- | ---
VMware booth #1245 | VMware vSphere Integrated Containers
--- | ---
**SESSION ID** | PHOTON PLATFORM
--- | ---
CNA7739-GD | Cloud-Native Apps: State of the Union
CNA7741 | From Zero to VMware Photon Platform
CNA9994-GD | VMware’s Cloud-Native Stack
CNA10739-GD | Hyperscale Private Cloud Using Photon Controller with Shafique Hassan
--- | ---
VMware booth #1245 | VMware Photon Platform
--- | ---
**SESSION ID** | PIVOTAL AND VMWARE CLOUD-NATIVE STACK
--- | ---
CNA7806-GD | Pivotal and VMware: The Lowdown on the High Up
CNA7813-GD | Architecting Cloud-Native Systems with Photon and Pivotal Cloud Foundry
--- | ---
VMware booth #1245 | Pivotal and VMware Cloud-Native Stack
--- | ---
**SESSION ID** | HANDS-ON LABS
--- | ---
SPL-1730-USE-2 | Cloud Operations with Photon Platform
ELW-1730-USE-2 | Cloud Operations with Photon Platform Workshop
SPL-1730-USE-1 | vSphere Integrated Containers
ELW-1730-USE-1 | vSphere Integrated Containers Workshop
--- | ---
**SESSION ID** | DevOps Track
--- | ---
DEVOP7915 | NSX Automation Wizards: Network as Code, Version Control for the Virtual Network Lifecycle
INF8092 | The Power Hour – Deep Dive, DevOps and New Features of PowerCLI
INF8371 | How the Private Cloud Transformed VMware IT
CNA8578 | VMware Private Cloud & Containers in Production – Lessons Learned from a Real-World Deployment at Retailer Otto
DEVOP7859 | Real-World DevOps Customer Panel
DEVOP8924 | Building an Actionable Strategy around DevOps and Platform as a Service (PaaS)
DEVOP8971 | Run a Hybrid Application across VMware and Google Cloud Platform
DEVOP9093 | Unpanel: How I Survived the DevOps Transition
SDDCB975 | SunTrust’s Cloud Journey
DEVOP7674 | vRealize Automation, API, CI, Oh My!
DEVOP7730 | DevOps Bootcamp Actual
DEVOP7798 | Industry Perspective: Enterprise Reality of Doing DevOps
--- | ---
**SESSION ID** | Software-Defined Data Center Track
--- | ---
MTG7904 | Container Management with vRealize Automation
MTG8499 | Moving to Infrastructure as Code: How Fannie Mae Is Managing vRealize Suite Artifacts with Code Stream
MTG8765 | How VMware’s Internal IT Cloud Team Developed a Service-Oriented Architecture Managing 20 Cloud Instances Running 100,000 Virtual Machines
INF9947-S | Spotlight on vSphere: Today, Tomorrow and Beyond
INF8375 | What’s New with vSphere
NET8889 | VMware NSX and Pivotal Cloud Foundry
HCR863 | VCS and Containers – Extending Docker to vCloud Air
NET7935 | Container Networking with NSX
STO8256 | Introducing Virtual SAN (vSAN) for VMware Photon: The Best HCI Platform for Containers and Cloud-Native Applications
STO7831 | Storage for Cloud-Native Applications
--- | ---
LEARN MORE: @cloudnativeapps blogs.vmware.com/cloudnative vmware.github.io